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Premium modular tilting louvre roof
system.
Constructed with extruded aluminium slats
that can be adjusted up to 135° angle.
Intricately designed trapezoid blades direct
water drainage towards the supporting
posts while keeping the roof watertight.
Can be mounted on walls, ceilings or as a
free-standing unit. 
Coupled system enables up to 10 modules
to be connected seamlessly for areas up to
25 metres wide.
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Luxury retractable louvre roof system.
Innovative space-saver that provides a
truly unique and comfortable outdoor living
space.
Features automated louvres that adjust the
shading over area when retracted or open.
When the louvres are completely closed,
the top area of the system is water-
resistant.
The restrained gutter catches rainwater,
draining it directly down the vertical posts.
This retractable louvre roof is a flat-
mounted system supported by front posts
and is therefore applied as a lean-to-wall
module. 
The maximum dimensions of a single
module are 4,000 millimetres wide by 7,060
millimetres projection. This provides
coverage of 28 square metres.
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Australian made External Venetian Blinds offer
an energy-efficient solution for controlling solar
heat, regulating airflow and ensuring privacy.
These blinds use aluminium slats which can
deploy for full window coverage - tilting from 0°
to 130° for varying light filtration.
 These blinds fully retract by manual or
motorised operation.

Elliptical aluminium louvre blades provide
unparalleled privacy from neighbouring
properties while maintaining views.
Mounted in a vertical direction, the sturdy
aluminium blades can be fixed or
adjustable by manual or motorised
operation.  
Blade sizes range from 160mm to 200mm
with the choice of over 100 premium Dulux
of Interpon powder coating colours. 

Aluminium shutters offer similar features
to louvre blades, yet are mounted in a
horizontal direction. 
85mm blades can be fixed or adjustable
by manual or motorised operation, while
the panel offers fixed or sliding options.
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Enhances privacy while seamlessly
modernising your home or buildings facade.
Custom-made locally to suit your privacy
needs, light filtration and design
preferences.
Ideal for both residential and commercial
dwellings.
High performing and built to withstand the
harsh Australian climate.
Aids in obtaining BASIX certifications.
Constructed from non combustible powder
coated extruded aluminium.

Cliplock - Premium system for superior
quality and strength, without any visible
screws or rails. 

Channel - Ideal for quick screens and
partitions. Battens fit into a top and bottom
channel.

Rail -  Minimalistic fencing solution and
effective privacy screen. Two part rail
section creates minimalistic look with no
visible screws, as battens attach to top and
bottom rails.  

Choose from over 100 premium Dulux
or Interpon powder coating colours -
including 3 high quality wood grain
finishes. 
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Flat Patio Covers are becoming increasingly
more popular due to their modern aesthetic,
designed with a 4-5° slope for efficient water
runoff and optional gutter attachment.
Utilising aluminum box sections for support,
beam sizes vary based on projection length.
Our frames are rigorously engineered to
meet strict standards for structural integrity.
Ideal for areas in need of rain and UV
protection without reducing too much
natural light.
99.9% UV protective, while permitting natural
light through its lightweight material.
Can withstand up to 25mm hail stones and
is resistant to rust and cracking.
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Open or close the roof to suit any weather
conditions.
Choose from a range of waterproof fabrics:
translucent,  blackout or PVC.
Able to tolerate high wind speeds up to
100km per hour.
The high fabric tension and integrated
gutter system ensure quick drainage on
rainy days.
Cover areas up to 30 square metres as one
module. 
Customisable incline from 10° to 25°.

Clear Plastic Vertical Awnings or Zip Drop
Awnings.
Side/Front Retractable Fabric Awnings.
LED Lighting.
Electric Heaters.

Med Evo Air - designed to integrate with
existing outdoor pergola or roof structure,
suitable for installation against any type of
support structure or framing.
Med Evo Pro - self-supporting with a slim,
minimalistic integrated frame with
drainage system made of structural
aluminium and powder coated in your
choice of colour.
Med Evo Pro FlexWood system is
constructed with a beautiful
architecturally-designed linear natural
timber support frame.
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Designed for longevity.
Semi-enclosed aluminium cassette keeps the
fabric and hardware hidden when it’s not in use -
providing extra protection against dirt and
corrosion. 
Well-devised drainage system prevents water
from seeping into the box and keeps the fabric
looking great for years to come.
Arms are equipped with built-in springs.

Ultimate in style, design and protection.
Compact Full-Cassette Folding Arm Awning.
Fully enclosed headbox is engineered to protect
the operating mechanism and fabric against
dirt, rain and humidity.
Discreet and blends into most architectural
styles.
Low-depth profile, heavy duty tilting point, slim
arm design and fully motorised.

Provides excellent shading from the sun and light
rain. 
Custom made to measure.
Available in over 200 fabric designs and an
extensive range of powder coated frame colours.
Can be constructed up to 7 metres wide by 4
metres projection.
Can be operated manually or motorized.
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Easy and versatile way to maximise your
outdoor space.
Add value to your property without costly
renovations.
Can be installed on almost any structure.
Perfect for open plan installations. When the
blinds are retracted, absence of any guiding
mechanisms create obstruction free space.
Sealed head box hides the base bar and the
canvas from the weather elements
Operation Options:

Manual Operation; Traveling double waited
base bar with fixing clips.

Modern streamline design.
Recess installation for vertical facades and
window surfaces.
Specially designed zipper ribbons and
aluminium side channels create no gaps -
providing a seal that won’t blow out in the wind.
Available in two variations:

Open style brackets for discreet installation
in recess
Modern 130mm rectangular headbox

Operation Options:
Manual Operation
Motorised Operation
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Equipped with wire guides along the edges of
each blind. 
Fabric of the blind can be lowered at the
desired height at any time on stainless steel
side cables of 3.2mm. 
Wire guides insure the external blind stays in
place and would not move in the wind. 
Stable, silent, simple and modern
Ideal solution for the insertion in windows and
terraces.
Operation Options:

Manual Operation
Motorised Operation
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Designed for mounting above skylights,
glass roofs and pergolas.
Guided wheels with aluminium tracks.
100mm air cushion encourages air
circulation, dissipating any build up heat
between the glass surface and fabric.

A sturdier alternative to the albatross
system.
Intelligent tension system secures the fabric
on all sides.
No gaps between the fabric and guide rail to
optimise sun coverage and keep rain from
pulling on the awning.
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Alternative to vertical blinds.
Easy to operate.
Adjustable drop angles 0° to 160°.
Extremely wind-resistant due to the
separate structure and strong drop arms.
Designed to fit all buildings and any type of
windows.
Up to 5 metres wide.
Hooded or open style options.

Economical option with the ability to
cover large areas.
Ideal for commercial properties looking
for a sharp, clean, minimalist look.
Unique aluminium framework system that
is neat and strong.
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Rain, sun and weather protection to any
doorway.
Excellent for sign-writing.
Constructed from high-quality extruded
aluminium and durable fabrics.
Each Outdoor Blinds & Awnings canopy
is fully customised for individual needs.
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Explore enhanced convenience with
motorisation, smart automation, and spring
assistance options. High quality stainless
steel chain for manual operation.
Elevate your space with our diverse selection
of sheer, sunscreen, and blockout fabrics,
combining style and functionality
effortlessly.
Wide range of flame retardant fabrics
available.
Accommodate various window sizes with
dimensions of up to 3m - 3.4m per blind
depending on the fabric.
Customise your system further with an
optional head box & base bar, featuring a
variety of custom powder coating colours to
perfectly complement your decor.
Ceiling, wall & recess fit options.
High quality components engineered by
Silent Gliss.
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Systems available in a choice of cord, hand
or a motorised options.
Choose from a diverse selection of sheer,
linen, and blockout fabrics, ensuring both
style and functionality.
Enjoy expansive coverage with customisable
dimensions.
Select from our collection of contemporary
curtain tracks, designed to complement
modern interior aesthetics.
Personalise your curtains to perfectly match
your space with our fully customisable
options, including a wide range of powder
coating colours.
Tracks and Rods manufactured by Silent
Gliss.

 



We are committed to changing how Australians see and use
outdoor space with Outdoor Blinds & Awnings premium
quality shading solutions.

Over 25 years of experience
Carpenters licence, Capital Business license,  Insurance and
Public liability Insurance.
Local manufacturing in Australia, based in Turrella, which
insures product quality and ability to customise to any
customer's specifications.
In-house team of professionals from consultants to
manufactures and installers. Each step of the way is
monitored by our quality team.
5 year warranty on fabric & components
5 years warranty on motors
2 years warranty on labour
Our professional team provides after service and offers
annual service for all our products
Fast turn-around times
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We pride ourselves on delivering superior products and
service by controlling the production line from initial quote
request to manufacturing in Australia to installation and post
installation review and service .
Every job is custom made to the client's outdoor space, style
and budget.
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Folding Arm Awnings
Pivot Arm Awnings
Conservatory Awnings
Canopy Awnings
Outdoor Blinds
Aluminium Louvre Roofs
Retractable Fabric Roofs
Aluminium Louvres (Screens)
Aluminium Batten Systems
Aluminium Shutters

      Commercial projects only
Internal Roller Blinds
Curtains
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